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Abstract: As network grows in size and complexity, network 
management has become an increasingly challenging task in 
multicast routing. “Routing is acts moving information across 
an interconnected LAN from Source to a destination”. 
Probability that a LAN groups consists of a large number of 
nodes and likelihood of an interest in connection to other 
groups with similar interest, the management of the routes 
between different routing protocols could be quit complex. 
Routing of data in a LAN is a challenging task due to the 
changing topology of such a network. In this paper we analyze 
different Multicast Routing Protocols and their strategies on 
the basis of type and sub type and implemented model. 
Multicast routing is a group oriented communication whose 
objective is to support the propagation of data from a sender 
to all the receivers of a multicast group while trying to use the 
available bandwidth efficiently, it also reduces the 
communication cost and saves the network resources. We 
proposed, multicast routing protocols in wired networks that 
was proposed in recent years has been covered and made a 
comprehensive study on existing multicast routing protocols. 

Keywords: Multicast routing protocols, Source based Tree, 
Core Based Tree, and Border Gateway Multicast Protocol 

1. INTRODUCTION

Network management is the continuous process of 
monitoring a network to detect and diagnose problems, and 
of configuring protocols and mechanism in different types 
of computer network flows. A multicast is designed to 
enable the delivery of datagram’s to a set of hosts that have 
been configured as members of a multicast group in various 
scattered sub-networks. Multicasting is not connection 
oriented. A multicast datagram is delivered to destination 
group members with the same “best-effort” reliability as a 
standard unicast datagram. This means that a multicast 
datagram is not guaranteed to reach all members of the 
group, or arrive in the same order relative to the 
transmission of other packets. Wired Network is a common 
type of wired configuration which uses physical cables to 
transfer data between different devices and computer 
systems. Wired networks, also called Ethernet networks, 
are the most common type of local area network (LAN) 
technology [2]. In recent times with the prosperity of peer-
to-peer (P2P) networking, researchers have proposed 
alternative solutions to bypass the limitations. The solution 
is overlay multicast, also called end system multicast or 
application level multicast, which shifts multicast support 
from core routers to end systems Conversely security issues 
in overlay multicast have received relatively little attention 
so far. Previous work on overlay network security either 
investigates the impact of selfish cheating nodes on the 

performance of overlay multicast trees, or investigates 
schemes that improve the fault tolerance or denial of 
service (DoS) resilience of overlay networks by introducing 
path redundancy.[1] 

2. ISSUES IN DESIGNING A MULTICAST ROUTING 

PROTOCOL 
Limited bandwidth availability, an error-prone shared 
broadcast channel, the LAN of nodes with limited energy 
resources, the hidden terminal problem, and limited 
security make the design of a multicast routing protocol for 
ad hoc networks a challenging one. There are several issues 
involved: 
Robustness: Due to the mobility of the nodes, link failures 
are quite common in LAN. Thus, data packets sent by the 
source may be dropped, which results in a low packet 
delivery ratio. Hence, a multicast routing protocol should 
be robust enough to sustain the networks of the nodes and 
achieve a high packet delivery ratio. 
Efficiency: In a LAN network environment, where the 
bandwidth is scarce, the efficiency of the multicast protocol 
is very important. Multicast efficiency is defined as the 
ratio of the total number of data packets received by the 
receivers to the total number of (data and control) packets 
transmitted in the network. 
Control overhead: In order to keep track of the members 
in a multicast group, the exchange of control packets is 
required. This consumes a considerable amount of 
bandwidth. Since bandwidth is limited in ad hoc networks, 
the design of a multicast protocol should ensure that the 
total number of control packets transmitted for maintaining 
the multicast group is kept to a minimum. 
Quality of service: One of the important applications of 
LAN Networks applications. Hence, provisioning quality of 
service (QoS) is an issue in ad hoc multicast routing 
protocols. The main parameters which are taken into 
consideration for providing the required QoS are 
throughput, delay and reliability. 
Dependency on the unicast routing protocol: If a 
multicast routing protocol needs the support of a particular 
routing protocol, then it is difficult for the multicast 
protocol to work in heterogeneous networks. Hence, it is 
desirable if the multicast routing protocol is independent of 
any specific unicast routing protocol. 
Resource management:  A multicast routing protocol 
should use minimum power by reducing the number of 
packet transmissions. To reduce memory usage, it should 
use minimum state information. 
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3. MULTICAST ROUTING PROTOCOLS 
Multicast routing protocols for wire networks can be 
broadly classified into two types: application-
independent/generic multicast protocols and application-
dependent multicast protocols. While application-
independent multicast protocols are used for conventional 
multicasting, application-dependent multicast protocols are 
meant only for specific applications for which they are 
designed. Application-independent multicast protocols can 
be classified along different dimensions as shown in figure 
(1). 

 
Figure1: Testimony of Multicasting Protocols 

 
3.1`Source Based Tree: In this each router needs to have 
one shortest path tree for each group.  It constructs a 
separate tree for each  source,  using  the  least cost  paths  
between  the  source  and  the  members.  The shortest path 
tree for a group defines the next hop for each network that 
has loyal members for that group as shown in figure(2,3).   

 
Figure 2: Source-Based Tree Hosts in Groups 

 
Figure 3: Data Relay on Source-Based Tree protocols  

 
3.2.Group shared tree: In the group shared tree approach, 
instead of each route having m shortest path trees, only one 
designated router,  called  the  centre  core,  a  rendezvous  

router,  takes  the  responsibility  of  distributing  multicast  
traffic.  The core has multicast shortest path trees in its 
routing table. The rest of the routers in the domain have 
none. If a router receives a multicast packet,  it  
encapsulates  the  packet  in  a  unicast  packet  and  sends  
it  to  the  core  router.  The core router removes the 
multicast packet from its capsule, and consults its routing 
table to route the packet as shown in figure (4) with 
Rendezvous Routers.        

 
Figure 4: Data Relay on Source-Based Tree protocols with 

Rendezvous Routers. 
 

4. DIFFERENT MULTICAST ROUTING PROTOCOLS 
4.1 Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol 
(DVMRP):-The distance vector multicast routing protocol 
is an implementation of multicast distance vector routing. 
DVMRP builds a multicast tree for each source and 
destination host group. It implements the Reverse Path 
Multicasting (RPM) algorithm. It is a source based routing 
protocol, based on RIP, but the router never actually makes 
a routing table but it uses unicast routing protocol for this 
purpose. When a router receives a multicast packet it 
forwards it. DVMRP uses a Broadcast & Prune mechanism.  
That  is,  a  broadcast  tree  is  build  from  a  source  by  
exchanging  routing  information.  Then this broadcast tree 
is changed to multicast tree by using pruning technique. 
More specifically, initially multicast datagram’s are 
delivered to all nodes on the tree. Those leaves that do not 
have any group members send prune messages to the 
upstream router, noting the absence of a group. The 
upstream router maintains a prune state for this group for 
the given sender. A prune state is aged out after a given 
configurable interval, allowing multicasts to resume.  
Pruned branches are restored to a multicast tree by sending 
graft messages towards the upstream router. Graft messages 
start at the leaf node and travel up the tree, first sending the 
message to its neighbor upstream router. It works on 
broadcasting, pruning and grafting process.  
4.2 Protocol Independent Multicast-Dense Mode (PIM-
DM)  
PIM-DM is a source – based tree routing protocol that uses 
RPF and pruning and grafting strategies for multicasting.  
Its  operation  is  like  that  of  DVMRP;  however,  unlike  
DVMRP,  it  does  not  depend  on  a  specific  unicasting  
protocol.  It assumes  that  the  autonomous  system  is  
using  a  unicast  protocol  and  each  router  has  a  table  
that  can  find  the  outgoing interface  that  has  an  optimal  
path  to  a  destination.  This  unicast  protocol  can  be  a  
distance  vector  protocol  or  link  state protocol.  
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It  is  envisioned  that  PIMDM  will  be  deployed  in  
resource rich  environments,  such  as  a  campus  LAN  
where  group membership is relatively dense and 
bandwidth is readily available. PIM DM protocol works in 
two phases:   
In the first phase, the whole network is flooded with 
multicast data and this is done by propagation of packet on 
all interfaces except on upstream interface.  This phase is 
highly inefficient because it leads to excessive network 
resource usage because of its network flooding technique.   
In the second phase, called a prune phase, cuts out 
unnecessary branches by means of a Prune massage.  A 
network device, after reception of a Prune packet, 
terminates further forwarding of multicast traffic on this 
interface and the interface is set to be in prune state.  
There is one important message that is periodically 
exchanged between PIM DM routers are Hello packets. It 
helps routers learn about the presence of PIM DM capable 
neighbor routers in the network[10]; 
4.3 Multicast open shortest path first (MOSPF)   
MOSPF protocol is an extension of the OSPF protocol that 
uses multicast link state routing to create source based trees. 
The  protocol  requires  a  new  link  state  update  packet  
to  associate  the  unicast  address  of  a  host  with  the  
group  address  or addresses  the  host  is  sponsoring.  This  
packet  is  called  the  group  membership  LSA  (link  state  
advertisements).  This LSA makes it possible to identify the 
location of each group member. In this way, we can include 
in the tree only the hosts that belong to a particular group. 
In other words we make a tree that contains all the hosts 
belonging to a group. But we use the unicast address of the 
host in the calculation.  For  efficiency,  the  router  
calculates  the  shortest  path  trees  on  demand.  In 
addition,  the  tree  can  be  saved  in  cache  memory  for  
future  use  by  the  same  source/group  pair.  MOSPF is 
data driven protocol; the first time an MOSPF router sees a 
data-gram with a given source and group address, the router 
constructs the  Dijkstra shortest path tree. MOSPF routers 
maintain a current image of the network topology through 
the unicast OSPF link state routing protocol. [8]   
4.4 Core Based Tree (CBT)  
The Latest addition to the existing set of multicast 
forwarding algorithm is Core Based Tree. It constructs a 
single delivery tree that is shared by all members of group. 
The CBT algorithm is quit similar to the spanning tree 
algorithm expect it allows a different core-based tree for 
each group. Multicast traffic for each group is sent and 
received over the same delivery tree, regardless of the 
source. 
A core-based tree may involve a single router of set of 
routers, which acts as the core of a multicast delivery tree. 
Figure-5 illustrates how multicast traffic is forwarded 
across a CBT “backbone” to all members of group. Note 
that the CBT backbone contain both core and non-core 
routers. 
Each station that wishes to receive traffic that has been 
addressed to a multicast group is required to send a “join” 
message forwarded the “core tree” of the particular 
multicast group. A potential group member only needs to 
know the address of one of the group’s core router in order 

to transmit a unicast join group. The join request is 
processed by all intermediate routers that identify the 
interface on which the join has received as belonging to the 
group’s delivery tree. The intermediate routers continue to 
forward the join message towards the core and marking 
local interfaces until the request reaches a core router as 
shown in figure(5).    

 
Figure 5: Packets Relay on CBT with Rendezvous Routers. 

 
4.5 Protocol Independent Multicast Sparse Mode (PIM-
SM)  
PIM-SM is  a  group shared  tree  routing  protocol  that  
has  a  rendezvous  point  (RP)  as  the  source  of  the  tree 
and operation is like CBT. In addition, it creates a backup 
set of RPs for each region to cover RP failures. PIM-SM 
creates and maintains unidirectional multicast trees based 
on explicit Join/Prune protocol messages. It is designed to 
support sparse groups. PIM-SM creates a shared, RP routed  
distribution  tree  that  reaches  all  group  members  and  it  
authorizes  the  receivers  to  switch  from  a  RP  
(Rendezvous Point) routed tree (RPT) to a shortest path 
tree (SPT). It works in following phases:  
The  phase  one  of  the  protocol  formulates  a  distribution  
tree  for  multicast.  The  receiver  designates  one  local  
router  as  a Designated  Router  (DR)  for  its  contained  
subnet.  All  the  DR's  sent  JOIN  messages  [in  form  of  
(Sn,  G)here S- Source Based Tree and n -constant number]  
towards  the  RP  for  Multicast transmissions. When many 
receivers join the group, their join messages converge at the 
Performing a distribution tree. This is called as RP tree 
(RPT) and is a shared tree as it is shared by all the sources 
sending to the group. The Multicast sender sent the 
multicast data to the group through the DR. The DR 
Unicast encapsulates the data and sends them to the RP. 
[10]This process is called Registering. The encapsulated 
packets are called PIM Register Packets. RP encapsulated 
the data and forwards  them  to  the  intended  shared  tree  
and  replicates  wherever  the  RP  Tree  branches,  and  
eventually  reaching  all  the receivers for that multicast 
group [5].  
The second phase of PIM-SM operation is the Register 
STOP operation.  Encapsulation and encapsulation process 
at the router may be expensive. Hence when the RP 
receives a register encapsulated data packet from source S 
on group G, it will normally initiate an (S, G) source 
specific Join towards S and RP will switch to native 
forwarding. Eventually the messages reach the subnet S 
and the packets flow towards the RP. While RP is in the 
process of joining source specific packets, data  
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Packets continue to encapsulate to RP. Thus RP receives 
packets forwarded natively from S as well as encapsulated 
packets. RP now begins to discard the encapsulated copy of 
the packets and sends a Register STOP message to DR of 
the source S.   
The third phase of protocol is the formation of Shortest 
Path Tree (SPT). The phase results in optimization of the 
forwarding paths.  This  is  done  to  achieve  low  latency  
and  efficient  bandwidth  utilization.  The route through RP 
may not always be appreciable.  It may cause significant 
delays by detouring of paths.  DR  may  initiate  a  transfer  
from  shared  tree  to  source specific  SPT  by  using  an  
(S,  G)  join  message.  Data  packets  then  flow  from  S  
to  the  receiving  nodes  following  the  (S,  G) entry.  The  
receiver  thus  receives  two  copies  of  data,  one  
following  RPT  and  other  from  SPT.  When traffic starts 
arriving from SPT, it sends a PRUNE message towards the 
RP known as (S, G, rpt) prune. It maintains state indicating 
that the traffic from S for G should not be propagated in 
that direction. Thus the shortest path tree is formed[12]. 
4.6 Pragmatic General Multicast (PGM): PGM is a 
reliable multicast transport protocol implemented on the 
sources and on the receivers for applications that require  
ordered,  duplicate free,  multicast  data  delivery  from  
multiple  sources  to  multiple  receivers.  It  guarantees  
that  a receiver  in  a  multicast  group  either  receives  all  
data  packets  from  transmissions  and  retransmissions  or  
can  detect unrecoverable data packet loss.PGM provides a 
reliable sequence of packets to multiple recipients 
simultaneously, making it suitable for applications like 
multi-receiver file transfer. [15, 16] 
The  source  maintains  a  transmit  window  of  outgoing  
data  packets  and  will  resend  individual  packets  when  
it  receives  a negative acknowledgment (NAK). The 
network elements assist in suppressing an implosion of 
NAKs (when a data packet is dropped) and in efficient 
forwarding of the resent data only to the networks that need 
it. PGM  allows  a  receiver  to  detect  missing  information  
in  all  cases  and  to  request  replacement  information  if  
the  receiver application requires it. PGM has only a few 
data packets that are defined:   
1. ODATA: original content data   
2. NAK: selective negative acknowledgment   
3. NCF: NAK confirmation   
4. RDATA: retransmission (repair)   
5. SPM: source path message  
4.7 Border Gateway Multicast Protocol (BGMP)  
Border Gateway Multicast Protocol (BGMP) is a protocol 
used for inter domain multicast routing, this is run by the 
border routers  of  a  domain,  and  has  inter domain  
bidirectional  shared  trees,  constructed  by  using  BGP  
group  routes. Previously it is known as GUM.  BGMP  
builds  trees  of  domains  that  are  similar  to  CBT  trees  
of  routers    they  are  inter domain bidirectional shared 
trees rooted at a single domain built by sending explicit join 
messages towards a root domain. In  
each  domain,  any  multicast  routing  protocols  can  be  
used  for  intra domain  routing  and  they  are  called  
MIGPs.    However BGMP can also build source specific 
branches, which are similar in concept to source specific 

trees in PIMSM. In  BGMP,  since  each  domain  needs  to  
have  a  range  of  multicast  addresses  to  be  used  by  
groups  rooted  in  the  domain,  a hierarchical multicast 
address allocation scheme is required. This is an important 
mechanism to support applications such as multimedia 
teleconferencing, distance learning, data replication and 
network games[20].  
 

5. SUMMARY OF SOURCE-BASED TREE AND GROUP 

BASED TREE PROTOCOLS 
TABLE.1 Different Multicast Protocol in wired LAN 

Network 

Multicast 
Protocols 

Multicast 
Topology 

Initializa
tion 

Indepen
dent of 
Routing 
Protocol 

Dependency 
on Specific 

Routing 
Protocol 

Maint
enanc

e 
Appr
oach 

MOSF 
Source-
Based 
Tree 

Source Yes No 
Hard

-
State 

DVMRP 
Source-
Based 
Tree 

Source Yes No 
Soft- 
State 

PIM-DM 
Source-
Based 
Tree 

Receive
r 

No No 
Hard

-
State 

PIM-SM 
Group-
Based 
Tree 

Source No No 
Hard

-
State 

CBT 
Group-
Based 
Tree 

Source/
Receive

r 
Yes No 

Soft- 
State 

PGM 
Group-
Based 
Tree 

Receive
r 

Yes Yes 
Hard

-
State 

BGMP 
Group-
Based 
Tree 

Source/
Receive

r 
Yes No 

Soft- 
State 

 
6. RESULT 

On this paper we have selected seven multicast routing 
protocols out of twelve because these protocols are the 
back bone of multicasting Routing (LAN). It helps in 
characterizing and identifying the qualitative behavior of 
multicasting protocols. Provisioning quality of service(Qos) 
implies providing guarantees such as deterministic end-to-
end delay, availability of fixed amount of bandwidth, 
buffers, and computational resources to the Multicasting 
Routing Protocols.    
     

7. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have reviewed Shared Tree and Per 
Source Tree solutions for wired multicast.  From  the  study,  
it  can  be  concluded  that  number  of  multicast  routing  
protocols  are  able  for  wired  network  and  all  these  
protocols  has  low  bandwidth  requirements.  
The  quality  of  service  and  reliability guaranteed by the 
proposed network is  worth mentioning for the superior 
uses of multimedia and other emerging applications  of  the  
era  especially  by  PGM.  For  each  protocol,  we  have  
summarized  the   properties,  and  reveal  the  
characteristics and tradeoffs, describe the operation, and list 
the strengths and weaknesses. There are other multicast 
routing protocols that aim at providing reliability, QoS 
guarantees, and security. 
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